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LaToya Frazier’s first monograph, The Notion of Family, documents the decline of Braddock, Pennsylva-
nia—a once-prosperous steel-mill town that employed generations of African American workers—alongside 
the hardships of Frazier’s family, who grew up there. Issues of class and race underscore the mostly black-
and-white photographs in the collection, which is arranged as a kind of family album: intimate, collaborati-
vely produced portraits of Frazier and her mother in mirrors and on beds, are presented with derelict scenes 
of collapsed buildings, vacant lots, and boarded-up stores.
Frazier provides short texts with each image—wistful snippets of memory and anecdote merge with facts 
and statistics. Illness is nearly a constant. As Laura Wexler points out in an accompanying essay, Braddock’s 
hospital, which eventually housed the town’s only restaurant and therefore became its de facto meeting 
place, “is as much or more a fixture in this album and this family than the school, the factory, the library, the 
market, the taxi stand, the pawnshop, or any other institution.”
A particularly poignant grid of color photographs chronicles the long-term effects of exposure to toxic me-
tals atomized in the air and spread downwind from a nearby mill, still in use. Frazier describes the results 
of an ionic foot detox that she and her mother tried: “My water was lighter, slightly translucent with a large 
amount of brownish orange yeast debris, thin lymphatic mucus, and black chips of heavy metals floating on 
top … Areas cleansed: liver, gall bladder, kidneys, intestinal tract, and the lymphatic system … Mom’s water 
was pretty dark with thick lymphatic mucus, indicating a congested liver and shredded lettuce-like particles 
from her intestinal track.”
The Notion of Family gilds its often grim truths with the hope of resistance, as in Frazier’s portraits of her 
Grandma Ruby—with her battalion of dolls, a stoic countenance, and a matriarchal sense of duty—who rai-
sed six children by herself on a Goodwill manager’s salary. In one photograph, she stands in her kitchen, her 
arm resting on the back of a chair where her grandson sits, light from the adjacent window pouring through 
a scrim of curtain and ivy, her nightgown slipping from her shoulder, her home a picture of order and clean-
liness. “Grandma Ruby’s interior design was a firewall that blocked external forces,” Frazier writes.
People in Braddock depended on the prosperity of the steel mills. Grandma Ruby’s stepfather worked for his 
entire life in Andrew Carnegie’s steel mill, the Edgar Thomson Steel Works, “tearing down and rebuilding 
furnaces, cleaning up spilt metal and slag”; he eventually collected a pension, though as Frazier reminds us 
with an image of Grandma Ruby wiping his behind as he leans out of a wheelchair, the labor wrecked his 
body. Dennis C. Dickerson, who contributed another essay to the book, writes: “As long as black men offe-
red their bodies to the enormous physical rigors required of mill labor and their wives and children breathed 
the contaminated air filling Braddock skies, Edgar Thomson made it possible for laborers to buy homes, 
educate their youth, and plan for the future.”



Throughout the book, Frazier invokes the specter of iconic Depression-era images from the Farm Security 
Administration, such as Dorothea Lange’s “Migrant Mother” (1936); Frazier has openly wondered what Flo-
rence Owens Thompson, Lange’s subject, might’ve said had she been invited to collaborate in documenting 
her family’s plight. Self-determination rarely figures in the social documentary tradition, and in many ways 
Frazier’s work seeks to redress this omission. That she defines her photography as a “conceptual documen-
tary” practice speaks to her continued faith in the camera as a vehicle for both social change and aesthetic 
possibility: beauty, in her work, does not preclude protest any more than education presumes awareness.
“One of my goals is to disrupt the privileged point of view that only educated and elite practitioners can 
create work about the poor or disenfranchised,” she tells the artist Dawoud Bey in their interview for the 
book. “My mother did not have to read Roland Barthes to understand death in a photograph.”


